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Goals
 Present rationale for systems 

science methods to enhance 
dissemination and 
implementation science
 System dynamics
 Social network analysis
 Agent-based modeling

Complex Systems – Daniel Ferreira-Leites Ciccarino



RATIONALE
Why are systems science approaches important for D&I science?



‘Wicked problems’ and systems science
 Complex problems that resist resolution
 Examples

 Poverty
 Gun-violence
 Climate change
 Obesity
 Tobacco control
 Healthcare access
 Implementing evidence-based practices in 

health settings

 Characteristics of wicked problems
 Many sectors/actors
 Problem embedded across multiple 

biological, social, organizational levels
 Incomplete knowledge
 High economic/political stakes
 Interconnectivity with other problems
 Solution unclear or undefined



A social-ecological framework for D&I research

Inspired by Glass & McAtee, 2006, SSM



D&I science characteristics & implications for 
study design

Glasgow, R. E. & Chambers, D. Clin Transl Sci 2012:5, 48-55



Systems science methods can handle wider variety of 
study design challenges and assumptions

From Luke & Stamatakis, 
2012, ARPH



Tobacco control as a complex system

 Complex systems are:
 Made up of heterogeneous 

members
 Which interact with each other

 System behavior:
 Emerges over time
 Is not described wholly by the 

behaviors of the individual 
elements of the system



Three common methods
• System dynamics
 Models and computer simulations used to 

understand endogenous sources of complex 
system behavior

• Network analysis
 The study of relationships and flows among 

social actors, including people and 
organizations

• Agent-based modeling
 Use of computer simulations to examine how 

elements of a system behave as a function of 
their interactions with each other and their 
environment

 (Other methods include microsimulations, 
discrete event simulation, dynamic forecasting, 
hybrid models)



Methods comparison
System dynamics - uses 
informal and formal models 
with computer simulation to 
uncover and understand 
endogenous sources of 
complex system behavior.

Network analysis – the 
measurement and analysis of 
relationships and flows 
among actors, including 
people, organizations, and 
other information processing 
entities.

Agent-based modeling -
uses computer simulations 
to examine how elements of 
a system (agents) behave as 
a function of their 
interactions with each other 
and their environments.

From Luke & Stamatakis, 
2012, ARPH



SYSTEM DYNAMICS

Powerful modeling approach to understand dynamics and emergent properties of complex 
systems



System dynamics fundamentals
 Top-down simulation approach 

used to explore complex 
system behavior over time

 Emphasizes
 Feedback loops
 Accumulation and flows of 

quantities
 Also known as ‘compartmental 

models’



Applications to Implementation Science
 Example – Modeling healthcare 

system dynamics (Zimmerman, et 
al., 2016)
 Testing EBPs for increasing number 

of VA patients initiating psychiatric 
treatment

 Findings included estimates of 
increased treatments sessions, as 
well as predictions of when the 
increases would be seen.

From Luke, Morshed, McKay, & Combs. 
(In press). DIRH, Chapter 10.



NETWORK ANALYSIS
Critical empirical tool for mapping and modeling complex systems





 http://humanconnectome.org/
 http://13pt.com/projects/nyt110621/

The brain as a large network:
• 1011 neurons
• 1015 synaptic connections

http://humanconnectome.org/
http://13pt.com/projects/nyt110621/


Biological networks: Food webs

(Wikipedia: Summerhayes & Elton’s 
1923 food web of Bear Island)



Moreno Sociogram

MLK Genogram

Social networks



Analysis modes

1. Visualization

2. Description

3. Modeling

Network Size Diameter Density
LGBT 57 5 .17
Latino 46 4 .31

APPEAL 39 4 .12
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Multiple analytic 
approaches

Luke & Stamatakis, 2012, ARPH



PUBLIC HEALTH
Social networks influence population health



First HIV/AIDS network graphic

(Auerbach et al, 1984; Luke & Stamatakis, 2012)



Network analysis in chronic disease

Peer group structure and smoking Clustering of obesity in personal networks

From Ennett & Bauman, 1993, JHSB Christakis & Fowler, 2007, NEJM



DISSEMINATION & IMPLEMENTATION 
SCIENCE

How network science and network analysis are relevant for D&I



Mapping of organizational systems



Who are the critical players in a 
pediatric hospital ward?

Original graphic by Jan Willem Tulp. 
Based on Isella, 2011, PLOS One.



Dissemination also takes too 
much time in tobacco control



AGENT-BASED MODELS
Powerful tools to explore behavioral dynamics within complex systems



What is an ABM?
 A bottom-up simulation approach that is used to study 

complex systems by exploring how individual elements 
(agents) of a system behave as a function of their 
characteristics and interactions with each other and the 
environment. 

 Emphasizes
 Heterogeneity
 Environments that are physical or social
 Emergent behavior

 Similar to microsimulations



Exploring actual ABMs
 NetLogo

 Real-world ABM software
 Used particularly for ABM prototypes, 

‘toy models’
 Also serves as repository for published 

ABMs
 https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/

 Explore some NetLogo models
 Flocking
 Ethnocentrism
 Virus on a network
 epiDEM Travel and Control
 Traffic grid
 Tijuana Bordertowns https://duncanjg.wordpress.com/2012/09/24/a-simple-

meta-population-model-in-netlogo/

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/


Famous ABM

 Reynold’s flocking model
 Three simple rules

 Separation-avoid crowding 
neighbors

 Alignment-steer towards 
average heading of neighbors

 Cohesion-steer towards 
average position of neighbors

 NetLogo example



ABMs in infectious disease
 Longest history of ABMs in public health is in the modeling of 

infectious diseases
 Large-scale models (often using synthetic populations of entire nations or 

even the planet)
 Used by policymakers, federal governments, industry

 Examples
 http://www.epimodels.org/
 http://fred.publichealth.pitt.edu/
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECJ2DdPhMxI
 https://mattbierbaum.github.io/zombies-usa/

http://www.epimodels.org/
http://fred.publichealth.pitt.edu/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ECJ2DdPhMxI
https://mattbierbaum.github.io/zombies-usa/




Building an ABM - PARTE system

 Agent Properties
 Agent Actions
 Agent Rules
 Time
 Environment

Hammond, R. (2015) IOM Report



TOBACCO TOWN
Using agent-based modeling as a policy laboratory in tobacco control 

R21 CA172938 – NCI
U01 CA154281 - NCI
(With Ross Hammond, Brookings Institution; Kurt 
Ribisl, UNC; Lisa Henriksen, Stanford)



Rationale for studying implementation of 
density reduction policies

 Decrease availability 
 Increase search cost of obtaining
 Decreases visibility of 

environmental cues
to smoke

 Changes social norms, reduces 
“insidious ordinariness” of 
tobacco

 Reduces “Tobacco Swamps”

From Luke, et al, 2011, Am J Prev Med



Tobacco Town
 Use agent-based modeling to study tobacco retailer density and 

individual tobacco purchasing
 May be used as a retail policy laboratory to explore and compare the 

potential effects of various policy approaches such as location 
based policies 

 Specifically:
 Licensing
 Proximity to schools
 Retailer proximity
 Retailer type (e.g., pharmacies)



Tobacco Town model visualization
 Agent color = transportation type
 Box color = retailer type
 Box size = cigarette price
 Box flashes when agent purchases cigarettes






Impacts of density reduction on total cost



Policy effects depend on context

From Luke, et al. (2017). American Journal of Public Health



What are we learning? 
 Different policies designed to reduce retailer density 

may operate in different ways 

 Context-dependency of policies, important for 
reducing health disparities. 

 ‘Layering’ of policies may be more effective than 
relying on a single policy

Poor 
Urban

Rich 
Urban

Poor 
Suburban

Rich 
Suburban

Retailer cap ++ ++
Store type ++ +
School buffer ++ +
Proximity buffer ++ +
Multiple policies ++ ++ ++ ++



ABMs, policies, and implementation science

 ABMs have great promise for studying public 
health policy effectiveness and implementation
 Not just for epidemics!
 Can study policy interactions, and how policy 

implementation plays out over time

 ABMs can model physical and social space in 
ways that correspond to real neighborhood, town 
and city characteristics (also other settings)

 Computational modeling most effective when:
 Interdisciplinary, use and influence empirical work
 See IOM Report for evaluation framework and guidance
 Exciting work in tobacco control, obesity, substance use, 

violence, among others



1 + 16 reasons to do complex systems modeling
• Prediction
• 16 other reasons
 Explain
 Guide data collection
 Illuminate core dynamics
 Suggest dynamical analogies
 Discover new questions
 Promote scientific habit of mind
 Bound outcomes to plausible ranges
 Illuminate core uncertainties
 Offer crisis options in near-real time
 Demonstrate tradeoffs

 Challenge robustness of prevailing 
theory

 Expose prevailing wisdom as 
incompatible with available data

 Train practitioners
 Discipline the policy dialogue
 Educate the public
 Reveal the simple to be complex, and 

vice versa

From Epstein, J. M., 2008, JASS, Why 
Model?

From Epstein, 2008; Why Model? 
http://www.santafe.edu/media/workingpapers/08-09-040.pdf



Thanks also to: Todd Combs, Amy Sorg, Laura Brossart, 
Bobbi Carothers, Ross Hammond

For more information:

Douglas Luke
http://cphss.wustl.edu

dluke@wustl.edu

http://cphss.wustl.edu/
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